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Abstract

Communication reliability is a desired property in com-
puter networks. One key technology to increase the reliabil-
ity of a communication path is to provision a disjoint backup
path. One of the main challenges in implementing this tech-
nique is that two paths that are disjoint at the IP or over-
lay layer may share the same physical links. As a result,
although we may select a disjoint backup path at the overlay
layer, one physical link failure may cause the failure of both
the primary and the backup paths.

In this paper, we propose a solution to address this prob-
lem. The main idea is to take into account the correlated link
failure at the overlay layer. More precisely, our goal is to find
a route for the backup path to minimize the joint path failure
probability between the primary and the backup paths. To
demonstrate the feasibility of our approach, we perform ex-
tensive evaluations under both single and double link failure
models. Our results show that, in terms of robustness, our
approach is near optimal and is up to ����� better than no
backup path reservation and is up to ����� better than using
the traditional shortest disjoint path algorithm to select the
backup path.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of the Internet and the emer-
gence of new services, such as Internet Telephony [15],
video conferencing, and Virtual Private Networks (VPNs)
[7], communication reliability is becoming more and more
important. An approach to increase the reliability of a com-
munication path is to provision a disjoint backup path. In
case the primary path fails, the traffic is routed through a
backup path, if available. However, since it is very hard if
not impossible to control which physical links belong to an
link at the overlay or IP layer, it is possible that multiple over-
lay paths share the same physical link despite the fact these
paths are disjoint at the overlay level. As a result, the failure

of a single physical link may cause multiple overlay paths to
fail. Our goal then is to find a backup path that is least likely
to share any physical link with the primary path. This choice
would minimize the probability of backup path failure when
the primary path fails.

Network restoration has been studied in a variety of con-
texts, such as lightpaths in Wavelength Division Multiplex-
ing (WDM) Optical Networks [11], Virtual Paths (VPs) in
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks [12], and
most recently Label Switched Paths (LSPs) in Multiproto-
col Label Switching (MPLS) networks [19] and application-
layer paths in application overlay networks [1] [14]. Re-
search has focused on three main issues: robustness, effi-
ciency, and fast restoration. Robustness is a measure of the
probability that primary paths cannot be restored. Efficiency
is a measure of the capability of accommodating traffic. Fast
restoration is a measure of the time taken to detect primary
path failures and switch the route to backup paths.

Overlay networks are usually constructed at the
application-layer. However, the Internet consists of
multiple layers and each layer is actually an overlay network
on top of another network in the underlying layer, such as
IP over WDM [13] and application-layer overlay over IP
[5]. We will use the term overlay network for a general
overlay network on top of the physical network. An inherent
property of overlay networks is correlation among links
because overlay links may share links in the physical
network. Thus correlations are introduced among seemingly
orthogonal overlay links. On the other hand, restoration is
necessary at network layers other than the physical layer.
For example, node failures within a service layer can only
be dealt with by the actions of peer-level network elements.
These facts motivate us to focus our attention on path
restoration in the context of overlay networks. To tackle
this problem, we propose a novel failure model that takes
into account the correlation of overlay link failures. We call
this model the correlated overlay link failure probability
model. We assume the overlay and physical network support
bandwidth reservation. Therefore the backup path routing



and bandwidth allocation algorithms can be applied not only
to application-layer overlay but also to overlay networks at
other layers like IP or MPLS.

In particular, we formulate the backup path routing prob-
lem based on the correlated overlay link failure probability
model as an Integer Quadratic Programming (IQP) problem.
We refer to this optimal approach as the OPtimal backup path
Routing algorithm (OPR). To tackle this NP-hard IQP prob-
lem [4], we propose a new backup path routing algorithm
called the Failure Probability cost backup path Routing al-
gorithm (FPR). FPR decouples backup path routing from pri-
mary path routing by routing primary paths based on latency
and backup paths based on a new metric called Failure Prob-
ability Cost (FPC). FPC is a measure of the incremental path
failure probability caused by using a link in the path. We
compare the FPR algorithm to the OPR algorithm and the
Secondary Shortest backup path Routing algorithm (SSR)
which finds a secondary latency-based shortest path (backup)
link-disjoint to a given latency-based shortest path (primary).

We also study the tradeoff between robustness and effi-
ciency for backup path bandwidth sharing under not only
single link failures but also double link failures. We refer
to the first as the Single backup path Bandwidth Allocation
algorithm (SBA) and the second as the Double backup path
Bandwidth Allocation algorithm (DBA). We compare these
two algorithms to a naive approach called the Full backup
path Bandwidth Allocation algorithm (FBA) which reserves
the same dedicated bandwidth over the backup path as the
primary path.

We undertake an extensive performance evaluation of
backup path routing and bandwidth allocation algorithms.
Simulation results show that (1) in terms of robustness, our
new FPR algorithm is close to the optimal and is up to �����
better than no backup path reservation and is up to ����� bet-
ter than ignoring link failure probabilities; (2) DBA has a
better tradeoff between robustness and efficiency than SBA
because DBA is ����� more robust and only � � � less efficient
than SBA.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 discusses the related work. Section 3 presents our
overlay link failure probability model, its assumptions, and
implications. Since our backup path routing algorithms op-
timize robustness without taking into account efficiency, we
describe backup path routing and bandwidth allocation al-
gorithms in Section 4 and Section 5, separately. Section 6
presents simulations and experimental results, and Section 7
summarizes our work and discusses the future work.

2. Related Work

There have been many research efforts studying the prob-
lem of backup path routing and bandwidth allocation in dif-
ferent contexts such as optical networks [11], ATM networks
[12], MPLS networks [9] [10] [19], IP networks [20], and

application-layer overlay networks [1] [14]. The main tech-
nical challenge is to find the right tradeoff among robustness,
efficiency, and fast restoration in the specific context.

Restoration methods can be classified as reactive or proac-
tive. In a reactive method, backup paths are not identified
before failures happen. A search for a new path is initiated
when an existing path fails. In a proactive method, at least
one backup path is reserved when establishing the primary
path. Both reactive and proactive methods can be link-based
or path-based. The link-based approach locally reroutes traf-
fic around the failed component, while path-based methods
reroute traffic through a backup path between the source and
destination node. Moreover, backup path bandwidth can be
dedicated or shared in the proactive approach. In this pa-
per, we study backup path routing and bandwidth allocation
in path-based proactive restoration. The key novelty of our
work is our study of backup path routing based on a corre-
lated overlay link failure probability model.

Our work differs from previous research in three signifi-
cant ways. First, we do not require the overlay network to be
a fully connected mesh, which reflects the true constraints of
application-layer overlay routing. For example, data commu-
nication between two overlay nodes may go through a spe-
cific server for data transcoding. Second, our work is based
on a novel failure model that takes into account the correla-
tion of overlay link failures. In contrast, to the best of our
knowledge, prior research has only considered independent
link failures. In Section 3, we use Internet data measure-
ments [17] to show that overlay link failures are indeed cor-
related in the Internet. Third, we consider backup bandwidth
sharing assuming both single and double link failures.

Since as shown by Kodialam and Lakshman [9] the prob-
lem of node failures can be reduced to the problem of link
failures, we assume only link failures in this paper.

3. Correlated Overlay Link Failure Probability
Model

3.1. Motivation
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Figure 1. A sample overlay network structure.

Consider an overlay network built on top of the physical
network (see Fig. 1). An overlay link is a virtual link di-



rectly connecting two overlay nodes in the overlay network.
It can be mapped to a physical path. Failures of two over-
lay links may be correlated because they may share some
physical links or nodes. For example, overlay link ���������
is mapped to a physical path �	�
������������ , and overlay link���
����� and �	������� share physical link ��������� .
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Absolute Correlation of Overlay Link Latency

Figure 2. CDF of absolute correlation of over-
lay link latency.

We define an overlay link failure to occur when the perfor-
mance degrades to an unacceptable level. In [1], Andersen et
al. define a virtual application-layer link failure as the length
of time � (on the order of several minutes) over which the
packet loss-rate is larger than some threshold � (e.g., ��� � ).
We apply this definition to the link failure in a general over-
lay network. The choice of � and � in overlays at different
network layer is beyond the scope of this paper. However,
our backup path routing algorithm is not dependent on the
definition of overlay link failures but on the inherent overlay
link correlation. To justify the correlation of overlay link fail-
ures, we use the correlation of overlay link latency to prove it
indirectly. We analyze end-to-end measurement data (called
UW4a) collected by Savage et al. in [17]. We refer to the
correlation of two random variables � and � as follows.

��� �!�#"%$'&!(*),+ ���#-."%$'&!(*)/ 021 �3"%$4) / 021 �5"%(�) (1)

For each pair of measured end hosts 6 and 7 , we define8:9<; �>=?� as the latency at time = . We assume the total number
of measurements is @ . Then we have

ACB D,E#F3G + HIKJML D,E#F "ONP)
A
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For any two overlay links �>6��?7U� and �	VW��XM� , we compute
their correlation Y[Z]\�\#� 8^9<; � 8^_P` � as defined in Eq. 1. Finally
we compute the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of
the absolute correlation of overlay link latency as shown in

Fig. 2. We can see that � � � pairs of overlay links have cor-
relation at least �ba � . This shows that there exist correlations
of overlay link latency in today’s Internet.

3.2. Overlay Link Failure Probability Model

Our approach to backup path routing is founded on a
correlated overlay link failure probability model. In it,
we assume that double overlay link failure probabilitiesc \ � d[egfM� d^h�ib� (j:�>k��Tlm�5�n�>op�?q,�
rtsvu ) are given (see Table 1
for notations). In Section 3.3, we discuss how to obtain these
failure probabilities in practice.

In addition to the assumption that overlay link failures are
performance-based, we assume that overlay link failures may
be transient and persist for periods of time measured in min-
utes.

By assuming that overlay link failure probabilities are
small1 [3], we have the following approximation: the event
that two overlay paths fail at the same time is approximately
equivalent to the sum of the small probability events that one
overlay link in the first overlay path and another overlay link
in the second overlay path fail at the same time. According to
this approximation, we compute double overlay path failure
probabilities as follows:

w �3" x R	Sy & x R	Sz )Q{ J|~}%� ���>�����T�� J|~�[� �n���<�.�	��
w �3" � } � & � ��� ) (2)

Note that the approximation in Eq. 2 is actually a conser-
vative upper bound2. This approximation gives us a way to
calculate double overlay path failure probabilities with insuf-
ficient information (assuming only single and double overlay
link failure probabilities).

3.3. Computing Failure Probabilities

There are two approaches to estimate the single and
double overlay link failure probabilities: (1) measurement-
based, and (2) based on the knowledge of the physical net-
work topology. In a measurement-based approach, each
overlay node periodically probes all its neighbors, and re-
ports statistics of incoming probes to a centralized server.
The centralized server processes the data sent by the overlay
nodes and computes single and double overlay link failure
probabilities periodically. The implication of this approach
is that overlay nodes need to be synchronized. We believe
this is not a technical challenge because GPS [6] can support
accurate synchronization and is increasingly being adopted.
It may not be necessary to continuously generate periodi-
cal probes because the single and double overlay link failure
probabilities will not change frequently when the topology of

1This smallness is in the sense of numeric not the quality of service.
2de Morgan’s Laws.



Table 1. Notations used in this paper

Notation Comments Notation CommentsA��
the set of all the overlay links

A[E
the set of all the physical paths� } � the latency on overlay link

"��!&���) � } � the latency on physical link
"��P&���)x RTS

the set of all the overlay paths from 	 to
� 
 } �

the physical shortest path from
�

to
�x RTSy the � -th overlay path from 	 to

�
OPR the OPtimal backup path Routing algorithm�

the set of flows set up in the overlay network FPR the failure probability cost backup path routing algorithm y the requested bandwidth of flow � SSR the Secondary Shortest backup path Routing algorithm� } � the set of flows whose primary paths use link
"��!&���)

NBR the No Backup path Routing algorithm� } � the set of flows whose backup paths use link
"��!&���)

FBA the Full backup path Bandwidth Allocation algorithm� } � the bandwidth of overlay link
"��!&���)

DBA the Double backup path Bandwidth Allocation algorithm� } � the bandwidth reserved for primary paths on link
"��!&���)

SBA the Single backup path Bandwidth Allocation algorithmI } � the bandwidth reserved for backup paths on link
"��P&���)

ZBA the Zero backup path Bandwidth Allocation algorithm

the overlay network is stable. Thus we trade the accuracy of
estimating the failure probabilities and the probing overhead.
The detail of how the active measurements work is beyond
the scope of this paper. Another approach to compute overlay
link failure probabilities is to use the knowledge of physical
topology and link failure probabilities. In Section 6, we will
describe this approach in more detail.

4. Backup Path Routing Algorithms

Backup path routing algorithms need to consider how to
route not only backup paths but also primary paths because
a primary and backup path pair need to be routed simultane-
ously to achieve optimal performance in terms of robustness
or efficiency. Previous research efforts like [9] [10] [12] have
focused on the problem of routing primary paths and backup
paths for optimal efficiency, i.e., maximize the amount of
traffic admitted, such that primary paths can be restored upon
any single link failure. Our goal, however, is to achieve op-
timal robustness based on the correlated overlay link failure
probability model, i.e., minimize the joint failure probability
of a primary and backup path pair.

4.1. Optimal Backup Path Routing

Optimal backup path routing seeks to find a primary and
backup path pair such that they have minimal joint failure
probability. We define a vector ��� �������Q��� e~fW����������� to
represent the flow on the primary path, where � egf is set to �
if link ��k��Tlm� is used on the primary path and is set to � oth-
erwise. Similarly, we define a vector ��� �������Q��� h i �����������
to represent the flow on the backup path, where � h�i is set
to � if link �>op�?q,� is used on the backup path and is set to
� otherwise. Based on the approximation made in Eq. 2,
we can formulate the optimal backup path routing as the
following optimization problem.

Original Optimization Problem

Minimize  "! e�# f�$&%('*)  +! h,# i-$&%('*) � egf��Wh i c \ � d[egf]� d^h�i�� ,
s.t.,

./10 243�5 /�687�9 );: 34/*< ./10 2=/�5 3>687�9 )?: /�3A@ BC DFE e @ _< E e @ `G
o.w.

(3)

.H 0 2=IJ5 H 6�7�9 )LK I H < .H 0 2 H 5 IM687�9 )LK H I @ BC DFE h @ _< E h @ `G
o.w.

(4)

.243�5 /�687�9 ) : 34/ONJ34/QP .24IJ5 H 687�9 ) K I H NJI H (5)

: 34/ # K I H % R G # E�S #UT ! e�#%f�$&# ! hV#Ti-$W%X' )

Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 give the flow balance for the primary path
and the backup path, respectively. In the rest of paper, we
will refer to Eq. 3 as the primary flow constraint and Eq. 4
as the backup flow constraint. Eq. 5 gives the constraint that
the latency of the primary path is no greater than the backup
path. We call it the latency constraint. In the literature, peo-
ple usually add a link-disjoint constraint to make sure that
a primary path and a backup path do not share any link.
This is implicitly handled in the above optimization prob-
lem because link sharing is least likely to happen given thatc \ � d[egf��ZY c \ � d�egfW� d^h�ib� if �>k��Tlm�,[� �>op�?q,� .

This optimization problem is actually an Integer
Quadratic Programming (IQP) problem. We define a double
overlay link failure probability matrix \^] '_) ]a`*] '*) ] havingc \ � d[egfM� d^h�ib� as entries. We can convert the objective
function to the following standard form while keeping all
the constraints in Eq. 3 and Eq. 4.

Integer Quadratic Programming Problem

Minimize Ebdc �fe c such that the primary and backup flow
constraints (Eq. 3 and Eq. 4) and the latency constraint
(Eq. 5) are satisfied where we have



����� � ) ���	� + 
����� ��� � ) ������� � ) � + 
�� ���� � �
We call the algorithm which solves the above IQP prob-

lem the OPtimal backup path Routing algorithm (OPR). It is
known that the IQP problem is NP-hard [4]. Currently, we
solve OPR by enumerating all possible pairs of paths from
a source V to a destination X . This restricts our solution to
small overlay networks in our simulations.

4.2. Failure Probability Cost Backup Path Routing

We notice that, in real world networks, primary paths
rather than backup paths are used most of the time. There-
fore, we can relax the above optimization problem by decou-
pling backup path routing from primary path routing in such
a way that the primary path is routed through a latency-based
shortest path for better quality of service and the backup path
is routed to minimize the joint double path failure probabil-
ity. Thus we reduce the IQP problem to two Integer Pro-
gramming (IP) problems: (1) compute the primary path as
the shortest path in terms of latency, and (2) find the backup
path that minimizes the joint failure probability given the pri-
mary path.

The optimization problem of finding the latency-based
shortest path can be formulated as follows. Note that the
vector � represents the flow on the primary path.

Integer Programming Problem 1 (IP1)
Minimize  ! e�# f�$&%(' ) � e~f � egf such that the primary flow

constraint (Eq. 3) is satisfied.

Let ��� denote an optimal solution to IP1. Then the
objective function becomes�

! h,# i-$&%('*) �Wh i�� �
! e�# f�$1%('_) � �e~f c \n� d�e~fW� d^h�ib���

Note that the term in the parentheses can be regarded as the
incremental “cost” on the joint double path failure probabil-
ity caused by using link �>op�?q,� in the backup path. Thus
we define a new metric ���! h�i called Failure Probability Cost
(FPC) of using link ��o ��q,� in the backup path where �"� de-
termines the flow on the primary path.#%$  ��� + J|~}%� ����� � )'&)(} � w �3" � } � & � ��� ) (6)

Next, the optimization problem of finding a backup path
that minimizes the joint double path failure probability given
the primary path �*� can be formulated as the following IP
problem. Note that the vector � represents the flow on the

backup path.

Integer Programming Problem 2 (IP2)

Minimize  ! hV# i($&%('*) �]h�iU�+�! h�i such that the backup
flow constraint (Eq. 4) is satisfied.

From the definition of IP1 and IP2, we can easily
see that they both are Shortest Path Problems which can be
solved in polynomial time3. In fact, the primary path is a
shortest path based on latency while the backup path is a
shortest path based on FPC. Thus we can just use Dijkstra’s
algorithm [4] to solve these two optimization problems. We
call this routing algorithm which solves IP1 for the primary
path and then IP2 for the backup path the Failure Probability
cost backup path Routing algorithm (FPR). Once we obtain
the single and double overlay link failure probabilities (refer
to Section 3.3), the complexity of the FPR algorithm is
comparable to other Link State routing algorithms.

4.3. Secondary Shortest Backup Path Routing

For comparison, we implement a baseline backup path
routing algorithm that does not consider overlay link failure
probabilities. After a latency-based shortest path is found
as the primary path, the backup path should also be routed
through a latency-based shortest path which is link-disjoint
to the primary path. Here we implicitly assume that the fewer
the number of used links is, the smaller the failure probabil-
ity is. To implicitly guarantee the link-disjoint constraint, we
can assume the latency of links in the primary path is infi-
nite when we compute the backup path. Then we define a
modified latency �,�! h�i where ��� determines the flow on the
primary path.

� $  ��� +.- / & (��� + H� ��� o.w.
(7)

Thus we can formulate the problem of routing the backup
path based on latency as the following optimization problem.

Integer Programming Problem 3 (IP3)
Minimize  ! h,# i-$&%(' ) �Wh im�0�! h�i such that the backup

flow constraint (Eq. 4) is satisfied.

The solution to IP3 is a shortest path based on the
modified latency �,�! h�i . Then we can just use Dijkstra’s
algorithm to solve it. We call this algorithm the Secondary
Shortest backup path Routing algorithm (SSR).

We will compare the performance of these backup path
routing algorithms, OPR, FPR, SSR, and NBR by simula-
tions in Section 6.

3This is because the constraint coefficient matrix is unimodular [18]



5. Backup Path Bandwidth Allocation Algo-
rithms

We assume that both the overlay and physical network
provide bandwidth reservation. After backup path routing
algorithms find routes for the primary and backup path, the
question becomes how much bandwidth should be allocated
along the primary and backup path. The goal is to achieve
high efficiency with little loss of robustness (see Section 1
for the definition of robustness and efficiency). It is obvious
that the requested bandwidth of each flow should be allocated
along the primary path. Thus for any link ��k���lm� , the amount
of bandwidth reserved for the primary paths is the sum of the
requested bandwidth of those flows whose primary paths use
that link: (see Table 1 for notations).

� } � + Jy ��� 34/  y (8)

So the goal of the backup path bandwidth allocation algo-
rithms is to determine @�egf , the amount of bandwidth reserved
on link �>k��Tlm� for the backup paths across this link.

Similar to primary path bandwidth allocation, a naive ap-
proach for backup path bandwidth allocation is to reserve the
requested bandwidth of each flow along the backup path. We
define it as the Full backup path Bandwidth Allocation algo-
rithm (FBA). In this case, the amount of bandwidth reserved
for the backup paths across link �>k��Tlm� is the sum of the re-
quested bandwidth of those flows whose backup paths use
this link. Formally, we have

I������} � + Jy �	� 34/  y (9)

However, since in general the probability that two or more
overlay links fail at the same time is much smaller than
the probability of a single link failure, reserving the band-
width for each primary path along the backup path can be
inefficient. One way to avoid this inefficiency is to assume
only single overlay link failures. This would allow multi-
ple primary paths to statistically share the bandwidth of their
backup path.

In particular, for any link ��k��Tlm� , we allocate the maximum
required bandwidth for backup paths on this link by consid-
ering all possible single link failures. Formally, we have

I�
����} � + � 1�| E � F �>� � )�� |g}>� ��� Jy �W|���������� 3a/ �  y (10)

We call this approach the Single backup path Bandwidth Al-
location algorithm (SBA).

Previous research efforts have focused on restoration un-
der single link failures. To evaluate the effect on robustness
and efficiency by increasing the amount of reserved backup
bandwidth, we consider another case where at most two over-
lay links fail at any time. Similar to SBA, we have

I������} � + � 1�| E � F ��� � )�� |~}%� ���| � � �?��� � )�� |~}>� ���| E � F � �! | �n� �?�
Jy �]|O|�� ����" �$#�%�� � � 34/ �  y (11)

We call this approach the Double backup path Bandwidth
Allocation algorithm (DBA). We will study the tradeoff be-
tween robustness and efficiency for SBA and DBA by simu-
lations in Section 6.

To put an upper bound on efficiency, we also consider the
baseline approach in which no backup path bandwidth is al-
located. We call it the Zero backup path Bandwidth Alloca-
tion algorithm (ZBA).

I�&'���} � + � (12)

To implement FBA, we can use any signaling protocol
that can reserve the requested bandwidth along the primary
path to reserve the same amount of bandwidth along the
backup path. To implement SBA and DBA, we need to guar-
antee that every overlay node k has the information of the re-
quested bandwidth (�) and the primary path of flow * whose
backup path uses any link �>k���lM� . This kind of information can
be distributed by a signaling protocol when it signals every
overlay node along the backup path to reserve backup band-
width. To avoid the expense of maintaining per-flow state,
we can take advantage of the algorithm for the partial infor-
mation scenario proposed in [9]. How the signaling protocol
works in detail is beyond the scope of this paper.

In Section 6, we will compare the performance of these
three backup path bandwidth allocation algorithms in detail.

6. Simulation Experiments

In this section, we present simulation results to evaluate
the performance of backup path routing and bandwidth allo-
cation algorithms with respect to robustness, efficiency, and
tolerance to inaccurate overlay link failure probability esti-
mates.

6.1. Failure Models

In the simulation design, a key problem is to randomly
generate overlay link failures given correlated overlay link
failure probabilities. It is hard to directly simulate overlay
link failures because failures of any two overlay links may be
correlated. We use an indirect approach to solve this prob-
lem. First, we randomly assign failure probabilities to phys-
ical links uniformly and independently. Then we generate
physical link failures at random following the exponential
link failure model discussed below. Finally, we use physi-
cal link failures to trigger overlay link failures. An overlay
link fails whenever at least one physical link in the path fails.
Our simulations are based on discrete rather than continuous
time.



Due to the limited access to the information of link fail-
ure patterns in the the real networks, we use an exponen-
tial physical link failure model in our simulations. We as-
sume that link failures are not permanent but can be fixed by
some means. With the exponential link failure model, we as-
sume that both up-times and down-times of a physical link
follow exponential distributions. To make the failure proba-
bility of a physical link be � , the rate of down-times should
be �^� ��� ����� if the rate of up-times is � .

Since we use an indirect approach to generate overlay link
failures, we need to compute overlay link failure probabili-
ties based on independent physical link failure probabilities
such that they conform to indirectly generated overlay link
failures. We assume physical link failure probabilities are
small [8]. Then we can make the following approximation to
compute single overlay link failure probabilities (see Table 1
for notions).

w �3" � } � )Q{ J| E � F ����� 34/ w �#" � E F ) (13)

Two kinds of physical link failures can cause two overlay
links to fail at the same time. The first kind is any failure of
a physical link shared by the two overlay links. The second
is any simultaneous failures of one physical link used by the
first overlay link and another physical link used by the second
overlay link. Thus we can approximately compute double
overlay link failure probabilities as follows:

���
	 � } �� � ������� �| E � F �>�W| � 34/ � � I H � ���
	 � E#F ���
�| E � F ���]| � 34/ � � I H � �|��n� �5���]| � I H � � 34/ � ����	 �

E#F � ����	 � ��� � (14)

Note that the approximation in Eq. 14 is more accurate than
that in Eq. 2. We use Eq. 14 instead of Eq. 2 here because we
want to have accurate double overlay link failure probabili-
ties for FPC-based routing. When we compute double over-
lay path failure probabilities in Eq. 2, however, we only need
the relative values of different primary and backup routes to
make a choice.

6.2. Simulation Setup

We use GT-ITM [2] to generate random network topolo-
gies for our simulations. For each physical and overlay net-
work size, we generate 10 random network topologies. We
randomly map nodes in the overlay network to nodes in the
physical network except transit nodes. This is because transit
nodes are core routers or switches which will not correspond
to end hosts in the overlay network. All the links in both the
physical network and the overlay network are duplex. The
source and destination are selected randomly from the set of
overlay nodes. Simulation parameters are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value CommentA � H � or � � or � � using random graph modelA�E � � � � H � � � � using transit-stub graph model� } � 500Mb/s y [0,10]Mb/s following uniform distributionw �3" � } � ) [ H �"!$# , H �"!�% ] following uniform distribution [8]

At the beginning of every experiment, we add both pri-
mary and backup paths into the overlay network for ran-
domly generated flow requests until a total of 10 requests
have been rejected. At this point, we assume the overlay net-
work is saturated. This provides a consistent network state
upon which we can compare the performance of different
backup path routing and bandwidth allocation algorithms.
For every setting, we run our experiment 30 times and com-
pute the average and standard deviation.

6.3. Experimental Results

We have discussed four backup path routing algorithms:
OPR, FPR, SSR, and NPR; and four backup path bandwidth
allocation algorithms: FBA, SBA, DBA, and ZBA. We ex-
tensively compare the performance of various combinations
of backup path routing and bandwidth allocation algorithms.
(see Table 3). Note that in NBR and ZBA there is no backup
path at all. Due to space limitations, we will only present ex-
perimental results of using overlay networks with 50 nodes
(except the robustness experiments of OPR where 10-node
networks are used). We observe similar performance on
overlay networks with either 10, 30 or 50 nodes.

Table 3. Combinations of Backup Path Routing
and Bandwidth Allocation Algorithms Used in
Experiments

FBA SBA DBA ZBA
OPR & & & -
FPR & & & -
SSR & & & -
NBR - - - &

6.3.1 Robustness Experiments

Recall that robustness is a measure of the probability that
primary paths cannot be restored. To evaluate robustness of
different backup path routing and bandwidth allocation al-
gorithms, we define a metric called the Fatal Path Failure
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Probability ( � c ). It measures the average probability that
any primary and backup path pair fail simultaneously. For-
mally, we have

� w + H� A � � " � A � ��� H ) J}>� � ) J�3� � ) ��� }��
	 } �	 L � L�
 z (15)

where � egf is the total simultaneous failure time of the pri-
mary and backup path pair from overlay node k to l and �� u �����
is the total simulation time. Since we only care about rela-
tive performance, we compare the robustness improvement
of different algorithms instead of using � c directly. For ex-
ample, the robustness improvement achieved by FPR+FBA
is defined as follows.

� w�������������� � � w �"!#�$���%���
� w �����$�&���#� (16)

We compare FPR to OPR in Fig. 3(a) and compare FPR
to SSR in Fig. 3(b). In these experiments, we use FBA which
guarantees that backup path bandwidth is enough for all link
failures. Thus robustness is determined only by routing. We
compare the robustness of different bandwidth allocation al-
gorithms in Fig. 3(c). We use FPR in these experiments.

6.3.2 Efficiency Experiments

Recall that efficiency is a measure of the capability of ac-
commodating traffic. In the set of efficiency experiments,we
use the number of admitted flow requests (defined as '(� )
to evaluate efficiency of different backup path routing and
bandwidth allocation algorithms. The number of admitted
flow requests reflects the amount of traffic transferred in the
overlay network because each flow request is uniformly gen-
erated at random in terms of the source, the destination, and
the requested bandwidth. Similar to robustness experiments,
we compare the efficiency loss of different algorithms. For
example, efficiency loss of FPR+FBA is defined as follows.

) �*�����$�&���#� � ) �+�"!#���&�"���
) �*������������� (17)

We compare the efficiency loss of backup path routing
algorithms in Fig. 4(a) and the efficiency loss of different
backup path bandwidth allocation algorithms in Fig. 4(b).



6.3.3 Fault Tolerance Experiments

To test the sensitivity of the robustness of FPR to errors
in overlay link failure probability estimates, we run a set of
experiments with inaccurate overlay link failure probabili-
ties. Specifically, we ignore the correlation of link failures in
these experiments. This represents an extreme case of inac-
curate overlay link failure estimates. The results are shown
in Fig. 5. We also run experiments by adding noise into the
double overlay link failure probability matrix \ . Noise fol-
lows Gaussian or uniform distribution with mean 0. FPR
based on the inaccurate \ degrades little on robustness be-
cause the noises of link failure probabilities are canceled out
along a path and then most backup paths found by FPR are
not changed.

6.4. Discussion

Simulation results show that FPR achieves high robust-
ness and good efficiency and is tolerant to inaccurate overlay
link failure probability estimates. The robustness of FPR is
very close to the optimal solution OPR. In particular, FPR’s
robustness improvement is up to ��� � better than using no
backup path reservations, and is up to ����� better than SSR.
Furthermore, FPR is more efficient than SSR in most cases.
While SSR uses fewer links than FPR, these links tend to
become bottlenecks and limit the number of backup paths.
In contrast, FPR spreads out the backup paths thus reducing
the bottlenecks. Furthermore, FPR is robust in the presence
of inaccurate overlay link failure estimates. Even if we ig-
nore the correlation of link failures, FPR is still ��� better
than SSR in terms of robustness. By considering overlay link
failure correlations, the robustness increases by another ��� .
This suggests that FPR can significantly improve the perfor-
mance of overlay networks.

Simulation results also show that we can reduce efficiency
loss significantly by using backup path bandwidth sharing.
The efficiency losses of SBA or DBA are less than ����� ,
while the efficiency loss of FBA can be as high as �����
when compared to the case when no backup paths are used.
Moreover, we can see that DBA makes a better tradeoff than
SBA between robustness and efficiency because DBA is � ���
more robust and only � � � less efficient. However, we con-
jecture that SBA, DBA, and FBA are complementary. Using
FPR+FBA, FPR+DBA, FPR+SBA, and NBR+ZBA would
make it possible to provide differentiated services to users
with different priorities and service requirements.

In our simulations, the best robustness improvement is up
to ��� � while the upper bound of the robustness improvement
is � ����� (the maximum happens when � c of the backup path
routing and bandwidth allocation algorithms becomes � ). We
will use a simple example to explain the reason.

Consider the primary and backup path from node � to� . For simplicity, we assume that the failure probability of
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Figure 6. The robustness improvement of
FPR+FBA and the expected correlation be-
tween primary and backup path failures in
overlay networks with 10 nodes.

the primary path and the backup path are both � , and the
joint failure probability of the primary and backup path is � .
Thus the failure probability of the connection from node �
to � is � when there is no backup path and is � when the
backup path is reserved with full backup bandwidth alloca-
tion (FBA). Moreover, we define two random variables �
and � . � is � if the primary path fails and is � otherwise. �
is � if the backup path fails and is � otherwise. Then we have

ACB $ G + A
B ( G + 

ACB $�( G + �

Let � denote the correlation of � and � . According to Eq. 1,
we have

� + � � 
 �/ 
 � 
 � / 
 � 
 � + � � 
 �
 � 
 � (18)

Then we have

��+ 
 ��� � "=
 � 
 � ) (19)

Hence, the robustness improvement (see Eq. 16) is


 � �
 + 
 � B 
 � � � "=
 � 
 � ) G
 + " H � � )�" H � 
U),{ H � � (20)

The last approximation is due to the assumption that link fail-
ure probabilities are small (refer to Section 3.2). This demon-
strates that the robustness improvement is dependent on the
correlation between primary path failures and backup path
failures. The less correlated are primary paths and backup
paths, the larger the robustness improvement. This confirms
the intuition that two “orthogonal” paths are preferred for
restoration. In Fig. 6, we show the robustness improvement
and the expected correlation between primary and backup



path failures in overlay networks with 10 nodes. It is obvi-
ous that their relationship follows our deduction made from
the simple example above. Thus, the reason we can only
achieve up to ����� robustness improvement in our experi-
ments is that the correlation between primary path failures
and backup path failures is large in the simulated networks.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we studied the problem of backup path rout-
ing and bandwidth allocation in generic overlay networks.
The main contributions of this paper are:

� We propose a correlated overlay link failure probability
model which reflects the mapping of the overlay net-
work on the physical network topology. In particular,
failure probabilities corresponding to two overlay paths
that share the same physical link will be highly corre-
lated.

� We use the correlated overlay link failure probability
model to formulate the backup path routing problem
as an Integer Quadratic Programming (IQP) problem.
To efficiently solve this problem we use a new met-
ric (FPC)–which measures the incremental path failure
probability caused by using a link in the path–to reduce
the IQP problem to a shortest path routing problem.

� We evaluate our solution by using extensive simula-
tions. The results show that, in terms of robustness, our
approach is close to the optimal and is up to ����� better
than no backup path reservation and is up to ����� better
than ignoring link failure probabilities.

In the future, we plan to extend our work in two directions.
First, we wish to explore efficient and effective methods
for measuring and estimating correlated overlay link failure
probabilities. A potential direction is to leverage technolo-
gies of detecting shared congestion of overlay paths [16].
Second, we plan to design dynamic backup path routing al-
gorithms that can trade robustness to efficiency rather than
simply optimize either robustness or efficiency.
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